THUNDERSTAX WHITE PAPER
The Ultimate Utility Token
How Will THUNDERSTAX TOKENS Be Used?
1. Their primary purpose is to fund and create more features for
THUNDERACCESS users. THUNDER ACCESS is a very unique
news and social network. One crucial aspect of THUNDERACCESS,
is that people are actually paid (in crypto), to use the platform.
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn do not have this feature.
2. Unlike other social networks, ALL users and content creators will
retain 100% ownership of their content.
3. Unlike other social networks, users will have the full ability to
promote their business or passion. Example: You can post affiliate
links and not be penalized on your content or ads.
4. Unlike other social networks, our users can qualify to be reporters,
with "microphone flags" and press credentials. There will be
thousands of THUNDERACCESS reporters around the world.
Example: Let's say you see a car accident or other incident, you can
whip out your cell phone and report the news. REAL PEOPLE
REPORTING™.

5. Unlike other social networks … with your free account, you'll
receive valuable benefits and services such as, file storage,
Department of Jobs™ (free) and over 15 other benefits and services
to help your business grow and save on operating expenses.
6. Unlike other social networks, THUNDERACCESS has a Content
"Super Fund" so that users can be paid on their followers and their
followers and so on.
7. THUNDERACCESS a Global platform. Think of it as a combination
of TWITTER, FACEBOOK and CNN, only better.
8. We'll also have our own network programming and co-programming
from other content creators. This will also include in-house studios.
9. Celebrities can monetize their fan base. How? Because they'll bring
their followers over from other social networks. It's not just because it's
another social network, it's because they have a strong incentive to do
so since they are paid on their followers, their followers and so on.
AND, celebrities will NOT have to worry about their content being
scrutinized.
10. Money raised will not only be used for THUNDERACCESS, but to
have the finest in technology to implement and oversee both the
THUNDERACCESS and THUNDERSTAX platforms. Think of us as a
"decentralized" platform with oversight™.
11. More proof of our success is the following cryptocurrencies. First,
www.filecoin.com raised over 200 Million within 30 days. The purpose
of their coin is to increase storage capacity for internet files. Then,
www.tezos.com raised over 232 Million. The purpose of their coin was
to increase more usability for Bitcoin. Although these coins sounded
ok, they are boring. They didn't have the mass appeal and "cool"
factor that THUNDERACCESS offers.

12. TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY: 30 Billion Tokens. TARGET AMOUNT
SOLD: $300 Million USD. PRE-SALE PUBLIC PRICE: 1¢ Per-Token USD.
PRE-SALE BONUS: 20% in additional tokens per-token-purchase. Buyers
must be accredited investors. 50 Million Cap.

13. THUNDERSTAX should launch at 1¢ per token. Based on the
validation of other coins that DO NOT have our advantages, we
anticipate our coin going to at least $100 each (compared to Bitcoin at
$6,054: 10/20/2017).
14. Finally, we're creating THUNDERSTAX to help fund an incredible
CURE for CHILDREN in third-world countries that get parasites
(worms) from drinking contaminated water. Without this effort, more
than 5 Million children will die each year. The cure is being utilized
right now.

15. Furthermore, up to $20 MILLION USD FROM TOKEN SALES will
be used to purchase a UNITED STATES FDIC INSURED BANK. Its
main purpose is to offer THUNDER ACCESS members unique
financial services.
Another application would be a payment solution where virtually any
business could accept credit-card and debit-card payments and
NEVER have to worry about chargebacks. We have this technology
now. Think of it like Paypal or Stripe only we take away all the pain for
the merchant, and the Bank has NO RISK.
16. Will The Token Rise In Value? … Yes, it will and here's why.
Think in terms of buying a home. For the most part, people buy a
home to live in (it's a utility). However, the value of the home can
certainly GO UP. Our Token is a utility that will be used to add
incredible services to THUNDERACCESS making it a highly useful
and very productive platform.
EXAMPLE: Our initial value of each token is 1¢ USD. We anticipate the
value of the token going to $200 or more USD. If 1 MILLION tokens were
purchased at 1¢ each (or $10,000) and the value of the token goes to just
one dollar each, that's 100X your money (or 1 Million Dollars). This gives
buyers a nice margin should they choose to exit.

Like what you see? Have questions or want to get involved in this
ground-floor platform? Interested in investing?
Founder, Leslie Robert Wolfe
408-300-9590
www.thunderaccess.com/261 (our beta news channel)
www.thunderaccess.com
For more information about THUNDERACCESS in general, be sure to
watch the video at www.thunderaccess.com …

